The authors investigate the problem of channel equalisation in the presence of co-channel interference (CCI), intersymbol interference and additive white gaussian noise. The optimal Bayesian decision feedback equaliser decision function for this problem is derived and an elegant fuzzy implementation of the optimal solution is proposed. This fuzzy implemented equaliser is able to provide performance close to the optimal equaliser with a substantial reduction in computational complexity. The equaliser consists of a fuzzy equaliser with an input processing block for co-channel compensation. This preprocessor can be used under severe-tomoderate CCI and can be removed under low CCI conditions. Simulation studies demonstrate the performance of the fuzzy equaliser developed.
Introduction
The demand for cellular mobile communication has been increasing rapidly in the last decade. With the limitation on the available signal spectrum, one of the ways to incorporate more users is to reduce cell size, increasing frequency reuse. With this, there is rise in interference from the users of one cell to the users in another cell using the same carrier frequency and is termed co-channel interference (CCI). Communication systems also suffer from the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI) due to nonideal channel characteristics and additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) [l] . The problems of CCI, IS1 and AWGN are encountered in digital cellular radio [2] , dual-polarised microwave radio [3] and twisted-pair subscriber loops [3, 41 to name a few. The equaliser present in the receiver should be capable of compensating these effects with limited computational complexity [5] .
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The authors are 4 t h the Signals and Systems Group, Department of IEE Proc.-Commun., Vol. 145, No. 5, October 1998 combatting these problems, suffers from a large computation requirement. The optimum solution for the symbol-spaced equalisers can be derived from maximum a posteriori probability and is termed Bayesian equalisers. The Bayesian equaliser can be implemented using a feedforward or feedback structure [7] . When feedback is employed the equaliser is termed the Bayesian decision feedback equaliser (DFE). A conventional DFE [5] with linear filters tries to approximate the performance of the Bayesian DFE. These equalisers can perform satisfactorily for channels corrupted by IS1 and AWGN. But in the presence of CCI they suffer from performance degradation by treating CCI as additive noise and exploiting spectral characteristics for equalisation. The CCI can be treated as cyclostationary in nature and linear fractionally spaced DFE can be used [2, 81 to overcome the problem with limited success. The satisfactory performance of these equalisers is limited to the condition of low AWGN with moderate CCI or vice versa. Equalisation in general is a nonlinear problem and hence nonlinear equalisers using artificial neural networks (ANN) [9, 101 and radial basis function (RBF) networks [ll, 121 have been shown to provide superior performance to linear equalisers for channels corrupted with IS1 and AWGN. In case of channels with CCI similar attempts have also been made to successfully design nonlinear equalisers using RBF [13] , ANN [14, 151 and polynomial perceptron [16] . However, in most of these studies either the cochannel power or the channel noise power has to be low for satisfactory performance.
In a recent study Chen et al. [17] proposed a Bayesian DFE that incorporates CCI compensation (Bayesian CCI-DFE), providing the optimum solution for the symbol-spaced architecture. However, an MLSE incorporating CCI compensation can provide better performance but would be computationally very expensive and difficult to design owing to the difficulty in estimating the co-channel without a training signal. The equaliser proposed in [17] outperforms MLSE that treats CCI as noise, under severe to moderate CCI. This equaliser is still computationally complex and the complexity grows if there is more than one co-channel. In recent years, fuzzy systems have been successfully used for equalisation [18-211. In a earlier study [22] , we proposed fuzzy implemetation of Bayesian equalisers. This equaliser uses scalar channel states instead of vector channel states used by RBF equalisers. The use of scalar channel states reduces the computational complexity in implementation. Additionally the use of scalar channel states provides a scheme for subset states selection reducing the computational complexity even 323 further. The advantages of using scalar channel states motivated us to use these structures for equalisation of channel corrupted with CCI [23] . In this paper we propose a technique to implement the Bayesian CCI-DFE with fuzzy systems which use scalar channel states and scalar co-channel states. This equaliser provides near optimal performance but its computation complexity is comparable to the Bayesian DFE that treats CCI as noise (Bayesian DFE). The equaliser is also able to equalise channels with more than one co-channel without a substantial rise in computational complexity. 
System model
The discrete-time model of the communication system discussed in this paper is presented in Fig. 1 Here p 2 and ai,j are the length and tap weights of ith channel impulse response. We assume a binary communication system which would make the analysis simple, though it can be extended to any communication system in general. The transmitted symbols si@), 0 I i I; n for the channel and co-channels are drawn from a set of independent, identically distributed (IID) dataset comprising of { cl } and are mutually independent. They satisfy the condition
denotes the expectation operator and
The channel output scalars can be represented as
Here i ( k ) is the desired received signal, ?,,(k) is the interfering signal and ~( k ) is the noise component. The noise q(k) is assumed to be Gaussian with variance 4q2(k)] = oq2 and is uncorrelated with the data. The desired and the interfering signal can be represented as
With this the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) and signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR) as defined as
The task of the equaliser depicted in Fig. 1 is to esti-
Here m is the order of the equaliser and d is associated detection delay. During the initialisation period called training, a copy of the transmitted sequence so(k) is available locally at the receiver for the equaliser to update its parameters. During the actual data transmission the equaliser updates its parameters in a decision directed mode. However, the equaliser does not have access to the transmission sequence s,(k), 1 s i I ; n of the co-channels.
In a DFE implementation the past decisions of the equaliser are fed back to the equaliser as shown in Fig. 2 . This equaliser uses the information contained in the observed channel output vector r(k) and the past detected symbol vector 
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The optimal decision function for a Bayesian equaliser in the presence of IS1 and AWGN can be derived by Bayes probability theory [24] and can be expressed as
Bayesian DFE in presence of CCI
[71 (12) IEE PYOC -Commun., Vol. 148, No. 8, October 1998 j=O Here r(k) represents the equaliser input vector, 0; represents the channel noise variance, ct € Rm and C J € Rm are the noise-free received signal vectors corre-
tively, and are called channel states. For convenience, we term cf and C J as positive and negative channel states, respectively. The terms n,' and n; are the number of positive and negative channel states, respectively, and they are equal. With the assumption of binary transmission the sign of the decision function in eqn. 12 is sufficient to provide the decision and scaling terms can be ignored. With this, the decision function can be represented as where n, is the number of channel states, equal to 2Pm-l with n$ = n; = nJ2, wi are the weights associated with each of the centres. wi = +1 if ci E n,' and w i = -1 if ci E n;. The estimate of the symbol from the memoryless detector is However, when decision feedback is employed the feedback vector GAk) can assume one of nf = 24 states, and the equaliser forms the decision based on nshf channel states for each of the feedback states. Thus the n, channel states in eqn. 13 can be grouped into nf subsets based on the feedback states, with each of the feedback states containing nsf states.
n,
Here U represents the union operation with j corresponding to the feedback state and I corresponding to the channel state in each of the feedback states. The vector c: is the channel state I corresponding to the feedback state j . With this the equaliser decision function can be represented as (16) To derive the decision function of Bayesian CCI-DFE we assume that there is only one interfering co-channel. If there are more the same analysis can be extended. In the presence of CCI the interfering signal rco 
Normalised Bayesian DFE with scalar channel states
The Bayesian equaliser presented in eqn. 13 can be expressed in another form with the scalar channel states. Each of the n, channel states ci E Rm of the equaliser decision function has m components taken from a set of MO = 2J' o scalar channel states. Expanding the vectors in the square norm of eqn. 13 as a product of scalar exponential (18) here cil is the (1 + 1)th component of channel state vector ci corresponding to the ( I + 1)th component of the input vector r(k). This Bayesian equaliser decision function can also be represented in a normalised form in line with the normalised RBF [25] (19) The Bayesian equaliser described by eqn. 13 can be implemented with an RBF network and the equaliser described by eqn. 19 can be implemented with normalised RBF [26] or fuzzy systems [22] . The advantage of the implementation of the decision function in eqn. 19 lies in its computational simplicity [22] .
A DFE form of the NBEST can be represented as Here v performs minimum operation to find the smallest absolute distance for values of a ranging from 0 to M I -1. The schematic of the co-channel equaliser with fuzzy implementation is shown in Fig. 3 . Here the input scalar is fed to the membership function generator which arc centred at the scalar channel states. The output of the membership function generator is delayed and this forms the membership function for previous received signal samples. The product block has nJf subblocks and each of these sub-blocks receive membership functions from one of the centres corresponding to each input scalar. These membership functions arc suitably combined to provide the modified channel state output. The membership function generators consist of MO membership function sub-blocks. Each of the sub-blocks has M I centres. The closest centre to the corresponding input scalar provides the membership function to the product block. The product blocks corresponding to the positive and the negative channel ~
Fig. 3 Schematic of fuzzy co-channel equalisev
states are suitably combined to provide the equaliser output.
To study the effectiveness of fuzzy equaliser in CCI compensation consider a channel with impulse response
corrupted with CCI from the channel
The SIR can be varied by varying the factor A. We observe the decision boundaries for the equalisers without decision feedback for SNR of 15dB under SIR of 5 and lOdB which correspond to SINR = 4.586dB and SINR = 8.8067dB, respectively. The decision boundary provided by the Bayesian CCI equaliser and the fuzzy CCI equalisers is plotted in Fig. 4 . From the decision boundaries it is observed that CCI compensation is essential at 5dB SIR but not essential at lOdB SIR in this problem. However, fuzzy co-channel equaliser provides near optimal decision boundary with only eight channel states in comparison to Bayesian CCI equaliser using 64 channel states. 
Adaptive implementation
The fuzzy CCI-DFE discussed can be trained in two steps. The first step in training involves estimation of the scalar channel and scalar co-channel states and the second step involves learning weights with the LMS algorithm. Proc.-Commun., Vol. 145, No 5, October 1998 4. I. I Step I . 
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Step 2. Weight training: On completion of the channel and co-channel scalar state estimation, the equaliser can be constructed (Fig. 3) . The initial weights w i of the equaliser can be assigned as +1 if ci E n,' else they can be assigned as -1. The LMS algorithm can be used to fine tune the equaliser weights so as to reduce the error at the equaliser output due to error in the channel states estimate.
Advantages of fuzzy implementation of Bayesian CCI-DFE
The advantages of fuzzy CCI-DFE over Bayesian CCI-DFE (eqn. 17) are as follows:
The fuzzy CCI-DFE can provide the near optimal decision function with substantial reduction in computational complexity. The computational complexity of this equaliser is compared with Bayesian CCI-DFE and Bayesian DFE in Table 2 . The fuzzy CCI-DFE (eqn. 22) uses the fuzzy equaliser with a modified membership function preprocessor. This makes it very flexible. The co-channel compensation module can be introduced when the SIR drops below acceptable limits.
The scalar channel and co-channel states provide a suitable method to find the condition under which cochannel compensation is not essential. This condition can be represented as
In this inequality, the left-hand side represents the smallest distance between any two scalar channel states and the right side represents the maximum scalar co-channel state corresponding to any channel state. If this condition is not true then co-channel compensation may be required. Training the fuzzy CCI equaliser is much simpler as it uses scalar unsupervised clustering for the co-channel state estimate. Whereas Bayesian CCI-DFE will require unsupervised vector clustering for co-channel states estimation, unsupervised vector clustering requires a longer training sequence and its performance cannot be guaranteed.
Simulation results
For the purpose of validation of the fuzzy CCI-DFE developed in the preceding sections extensive simulations were carried out. We considered the following channel and co-channel models for simulation: (29) (30) In the simulations SIR was set to 5 and 10dB. The BER was considered as the parameter for evaluation of equaliser performance. The transmitted signal constellation was set to {+1] keeping the transmitted power unity. In all the simulation studies the DFE parameters were set to m = 3, d = 2 and q = 2, and the detected symbols were fed back to the equaliser input.
...
cn
was set to 0; + oZa (estimated from the supervised clustering algorithm) whereas for 5dB SIR the fuzzy CCI-DFE spread cs was set to estimated 0; (estimated from the unsupervised clustering algorithm). The scalar channel and co-channel states for the fuzzy equalisers were estimated with 500 training samples averaged over 50 experiments. The equaliser weights were trained with 500 training samples averaged over 20 experiments. The BER performance of the equalisers is presented in Fig. 5 . From the BER performance of the equalisers, it is seen that under severe CCI conditions (5, 10dB) the fuzzy CCI-DFE performs close to the optimal BER, whereas the the Bayesian DFE which treats CCI as noise fails, even though both structures use the same number of channel states. From further simulations for SIR = 15dB (results not presented here) it was observed that the performance of all the equalisers is almost the same. Hence at this low SIR, compensation of the CCI is not essential. The BER performance of the Bayesian CCI-DFE (eqn. 17), Bayesian DFE (treating CCI as noise) (eqn. 16), fuzzy CCI-DFE (eqn. 22 with eqn. 25) were compared. The Bayesian CCI-DFE uses 256 of the available 1024 channel states whereas the other equalisers use only eight out of 32 channel states to estimate each of the samples. The channel states were estimated with supervised clustering algorithm and the co-channel states were estimated with unsupervised k-means clustering. The performance of the fuzzy CCI-DFE and the Bayesian DFE are compared with the optimal Bayesian CCI-DFE. Perfect knowledge of channel states, co-channel states and noise statistics were assumed for the Bayesian DFE and the Bayesian CCI-DFE. For SIR of lOdB the spread parameter o 328 A further experiment considered the performance of the fuzzy equaliser in a channel corrupted with two cochannel interferers. The same system model as used in previous examples was considered. Here the second cochannel impulse response was assumed to be Hcoz(z) = AI(l.O + 0.22'). The co-channel weights iL and A, were adjusted to divide the co-channel power equally between the two co-channels. The optimal Bayesian CCI-DFE for this problem would involve evaluation of 4096 out of 16348 channel states and was not simulated owing to its impracticability of implementation. We compare the BER performance of the fuzzy CCI-DFE and the Bayesian DFE under CCI of 5, 10 and 15dB. The actual number of scalar co-channel states in this problem is 2Pl * 2Pz = 32. In the simulation studies only eight co-channel states were estimated. The BER performance of the fuzzy CCI-DFE and Bayesian DFE is presented in Fig. 6 . From the simulation results it is seen that the fuzzy CCI-DFE fails under severe CCI (SIR = 5dB) with multiple co-channels. But under moderate CCI (SIR = 10dB) it is able to perform better than the Bayesian DFE using the same number of channel states. The Bayesian DFE fails to provide a BER of better than even under infinite SNR, but the fuzzy CCI-DFE BER performance shows improvement with an increase in SNR. However, under 15dB SIR the effect of co-channel compensation is minimal and the fuzzy CCI-DFE performs only marginally better.
To investigate the effect of the number of estimated co-channel states on fuzzy equaliser BER performance, the number of scalar states in the unsupervised clustering algorithm was varied and the equaliser BER performance was evaluated. The performance of the fuzzy CCI-DFE for 4, 8, 16 and 32 co-channel states, for SIR = lOdB is presented in Fig. 7 . It is seen that assuming a very small number of co-channel states degrades the equaliser performance substantially. With the assumption of 8, 16 or 32 co-channel states, the performance tradeoff is small. However, the performance of the equaliser with fewer number of co-channel states is nearer to the Bayesian DFE as seen from In the earlier Section we stated the condition which under which CCI compensation is not essential (eqn. 28). The scalar co-channels are estimated by unsupervised clustering and in low SNR conditions the estimation of the scalar co-channel states is not accurate. From the simulation studies we found the following rule to determine the necessity of implementing CCI compensation.
The scalar co-channel states can be determined with an assumption of p 1 = 1 and p 1 = 3 (PI > 3 does not provide much performance improvement). This would provide Ml = 2 and Ml = 8 scalar co-channel states, respectively.
If the scalar co-channel for M I = 2 is less than half the distance between the closest scalar channel states, co-channel compensation is not necessary. Otherwise the scalar co-channel states estimated with p 1 = 3 should be used to modify the membership function generation so as to incorporate CCI compensation.
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Conclusion
We have implemented a new elegant fuzzy CCI-DFE which performs close to the optimal Bayesian CCI-DFE with substantial reduction in computational complexity. This equaliser can be easily modified in the presence of CCI providing a low computational complexity equaliser for high SIR, and a more complex structure for low SIR conditions. Simulation studies have demonstrated the equaliser's performance. In certain applications where the DFE structure cannot be used, the fuzzy CCI equaliser can provide greater computational reduction than the Bayesian equaliser. This equaliser can provide further performance to computational complexity tradeoff with the introduction of combination of minimum inference and maximum defuzzification rules [22] .
